Trailblazer blower motor control module

I recently replaced my blower fan resistor in my 07 Chevy trailblazer because when I shut off the
car the blower fan kept running. I had to strip the wires on the original three wire harness
connector that leads to the control unit, and because the wires were to short on the replacement
part I had to used the old blower fan connector, strip those wires and connect them to the
harness lead in wires for the resistor module. Once completed, I started up the car and tried
running the AC but now the blower fan won't run. Any ideas? FJ answered 2 years ago.
Assuming everything was wired up correctly, make sure you got the right part. If you have
automatic climate control, it's a different part, and not called a resistor, it's different than the
actual blower motor resistor that is used for the manual controls. Both parts look similar, but
are different. On a side note, the old blower fan connectors tend to melt inside, shorting it out.
Trailblazin answered 2 years ago. Yeah, I really feel everything was hooked up correctly. But
now you've got me thinking perhaps it was the wrong part. However, when the part was going
bad and not shutting off when the car stopped, the fan also was acting weird, but coming on full
blast and then slowing down, would the fan control module or resistor cause that? Or is that a
blower fan thing? Do you have auto climate control? The part for the auto climate control is
called blower motor control module IF I recall correctly. But must specify before ordering. I'm
thinking it's still your main cause. Look at this I pulled off of rockauto. Yeah I have auto temp
control. What you're saying makes sense. I'm going to get the blower motor control module, and
then go from there. I'll post back the result on here so if anyone else comes across this same
problem. Thanks for the help. I had to strip the wires on the original three wire harness conne I
replaced the blower resistor once and it fixed the problem but only for a couple of months. It is
now doing it again. What could be causing the blower resistor to go bad? I have dash indicator
lights coming on when I turn on the blower fan I have changed the blower fan and resister. I am
at a loss need help badly. Need car to go to work. My fan quit working on my Trailblazer. No
warning just stopped working. I figured motor went bad, removed and checked on workbench.
Motor runs fine. Put test light on purple wire coming fro The engine fan stays on all the time. It
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hoping some of you may be able to help me.. And yes I have done research and tried some
suggestions. I researched potential problems on Trailvoy and Google and it seemed the
potential problem was the Blower Motor Control Module. After they did a little research, they
said that this was compatible with my truck as well. They also referenced my old part that came
off the vehicle. It looks just like the AC Delco part on ebay and around the internet. It has the
new 5 pin connector So this is the new 5 pin connector that requires me to cut off my old 3 pin
connector and hard wire the new control module wires into it. No Problem.. So I perform the
install and it worked right away with the key in the ignition on accessory, but when I started the
truck, it stopped working. Then it came on again a few minutes later while driving, but stopped
working when I turned off the truck and back on again. Figuring it was a fluke, I exchanged the
part for another one and I still have the same problem. I checked it with my Volt Meter and it
shows power going to the module. I guess Im just confused as to what the problem could be. I
am expecting the blower to turn on almost immediately after I start my truck not minutes later or
only work intermediately. Any help, suggestions, ideas or anything else would be greatly
appreciated, as I am trying to avoid going to the dealership for repair. I am expecting the blower
to turn on almost immediately after I start my truck not minutes later or only work
intermediately.. Roadie - Thanks for the quick response. I am going to do some testing now. I
will post my findings shortly. So there seems to be constant voltage from the red input wire
when the fan is off or on. There also seems to be voltage on the input ground wire weather the
fan is on or off but its only like. The plug that goes to the blower motor is getting volts and
adjusts volts as I increase and decrease the the speed on my hvac unit. I don't know how I can

test the blower motor wires when the blower fan is pluged into the motor to read the volts when
the fan turns on or when it won't turn on Any ideas from my findings. Also, when I put my head
near the blower motor and disconnect the input ground wire from the car to the module and
quickly tap them together, I hear a clicking sound that seems to be coming from the blower
motor. About 1 out of 5 times the blower motor turns on. I think you may be correct about the
blower motor. Here is what i found from another website. Here is a new development in this
repair. It seems that General Motors has added or changed a circuit in the new module that
reduces what they refer to as "Thermal Events". In doing so the new module does not always
play well with aged blower motors. What we wind up with is this. The two immediate ways to
address this issue is to learn to remember to cycle the switches in the above manner or replace
the aged blower motor with a new one. I suspect there may be a software update somewhere
down the road but that will require dealer level programming abilities. Since the replacement
part is only available from GM or throughan AC Delco distributor we are all being subjected to
this problem. So I tried the above cycling method and it worked properly. I had my buddy pick
up a blower to see if that corrects the problem. Check the resistance from the ground on the fan
plug to chassis ground with a DMM. It could very well be a bad fan even though you've
"jumped" it several times. IIRC, a bad fan is what causes the module to fail- excessive current
draw cooks it to death. Checked current draw on the blower motor -ok. Re-installed the blower
motor and the control module. Blower works some of the time. Digital outside temp reading
didn't work above 50degrees and now doesn't work at all. Stuck on 50 degrees. Sometimes
blower will work by turning it down about half way and then starting it. How do I access ground
? What is a new auto temp control head going to cost? Thanks in advance. Had saved the old
control unit. Dissassembled it to remove the bad Fet. The heatsink compound is in really bad
shape dried out thus helping with the demise of the semiconductor. Anyway its pretty easy to
remove with a desoldering station. Thanks for the reply. Just added it to my already started
weekly order. Any ideas on the ground? Quote: bad fan is what causes the module to failexcessive current draw cooks it to death. That is one of the causes. Another is the very poor
design as the FET does not contact the heatsink correctly to cool. RayVoy Well-Known Member.
Quote: That is one of the causes. RayVoy said:. Actually, I don't believe this statement, yes, a
"bad" fan that is drawing excessive current will burn out the speed control module;. You are
correct in that the motor condition can and does raise hell with the controller. The design of the
controller in my opinion is faulty. The FET is not fastened down to the heatsink but is supposed
to come in contact with it. If we know semiconductors we know that they need to be heat sinked
properly for heat transfer to happen. If not then they simply cook until they no longer function
or they short out. I will try to insert an image or two of the internals of the blower control assy.
View attachment There is a screw that holds the case together but nothing to apply pressure to
sink the FET to the heatsink. As the picture shows the heat sink compound is not mashed thin
as it would be if there were proper pressure applied to it. The thickness of the heatsink
compound is. I was reading about this more as the vehicles age. In the old times, fan bearings
would deteriorate and the fan would get slower and slower and then stop and never burn out the
fuse. Nowadays, the resistor pack or the speed control module burn out from current more than
they were characterized with. Engineers failed to do the math of what happens as the fan ages.
The failure mechanisms are evolving as the population of trucks ages. One of my specialties at
work is to deal with oxidized connectors, overheated wiring, filters, and fans as my systems get
older and maintenance sometimes is neglected. Stamper75 New Member. I have an 05
Trailblazer with the automatic temp controls and my fan wouldn't turn off even with the key off
like some of you all. I pulled the 35 fuse and it quit. I took out the old control module and it was
pretty badly corroded. I got the new GM version where you have to splice the wires and installed
it. It works once in awhile like some of you guys. I tried to turn the heater off and then turn the
engine off like some people have suggested and it didn't work. It works when it wants to. All my
wires seem fine and the ground seems in place. Any other ideas?? Stamper75 said:. To locate
parts like this quickly at work I use FindChips. One of the test systems I'm product manager for
is designed to test all the parameters of these exact FET devices. Arctic Silver is a fine
compound. I wouldn't change a component unless it's failed, though. Nobody can ever tell when
a component will fail, unless the original heat sink job was faulty and the device overheated,
and your replacement is installed with more care and will stay cooler. Bruce G New Member.
Wish I had found this post earlier. Replaced both motor and module just to have same problem
sure did hurt the pocketbook. Would have preferred to change the chipset rather than cutting up
the old harness for new connector. Don't know why but shutting off fan before killing engine
does work. Jetfxrz New Member. Thanks for this thread and site in general. I've been having
similar issues with my '03 LT EXT, blower works as it should only occasionally, must remove
fuse to ensure no draw, etc. I'm mechanically better than inclined, but electronics aren't my

strong suit. What can I use as the heatsink goop that a typical garage mechanic like me might
have on the shelf, dielectric grease? Any other issues I need to be aware of or should take care
of while doing this repair? Oh, I live in a small rural town so not a lot of access to a lot of DIY
type shops and all the typical chain stores here are mini compared to city stores. Thanks for all
your help, Bill. Been using the fix without problems. Don't overt think it. Big thanks to roadie for
the FET recommendation. I have electronics experience and it ws cake, but as long as you know
how to solder you should be fine. Ok, we have a radio shack but its small like they've become
over the years but this one doesn't carry a whole lot of DIY stuff. I'm just trying to keep my out
of pocket as minimal as possible. I've soldered wires before but never on a board. I've never
used des older wick but just seeing the name gives me an idea of how it works. And is that the
prefered mosfet? Sorry about any over thinking, it's what I do lol. Too bad someone here didn't
order a few handfuls of these and pass along savings to us lol. Maybe I'll cash in my Christmas
coal and do it. More importantly my knee needs to heal a bit more since surgery before I'm
doing any work on the TB. You must log in or register to reply here. Online statistics Members
online 7 Guests online Total visitors Members online DocBrown netbyte sgthwjack TollKeeper
coolasice linneje. Forum statistics Threads 21, Messages , Members 14, Latest member larryb.
Secure Browsing. Top Bottom. Complete Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for parts
individually and complete your repair with a single purchase of a customized kit or set from DIY
Solutions. High-Quality Parts from Trusted Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are selected
from the best automotive brands and include hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you may
need for your vehicle. Guaranteed Fit - DIY Solutions ensures its selected parts are
quality-tested to guarantee fit and function. If your vehicle is Right Hand Drive, please ensure
the part is correct for your specific vehicle. This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty.
In the event this item should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will
replace the part free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Returns: Parts
with electrical components cannot be returned once installed. Shipping is not available to
Canada. Final shipping costs are available at checkout. Created on: Learn how to replace the
blower motor module in your Chevy Trailblazer with this video from 1A Auto. This item may be
interchangeable with parts from other brands with the above part numbers. This information is
provided only for reference and does not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is identical
to parts with part numbers from the brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits your
vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your
Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get you to one that will. Orders ship same day when
ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing
you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product
standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Blower
Motor Resistor. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make
Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Blower Motor Resistor.
Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize
your delivery options in checkout. Brand : HVA Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit. Lifetime
Warranty This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. Unclip the wiring from the panel.
Unplug the wiring harness from your resistor Open the glove compartment and pull the hook up
releasing the glove compartment. Unplug the connection to the blower motor and the resistor.
Plug in the wiring, both to the resistor and the blower motor. Close the glove box. Bolt the
plastic cover back into place with your 7 mm socket and ratchet. Watch video. Check Vehicle
Fit. Product Reviews. Easy to install and works like a brand new heater and keeps the truck nice
and warm now. I will continue saving money with 1AAuto when needing parts for my Silverado.
The part was perfect and the installion video was very helpful!!! Great product, needs a warning.
Everything I bought from 1A Auto has been perfect in addition with the helpful vidoes, I have
been able to make repairs in my garage for the fraction of the cost. This product came to me
very quickly and it was in perfect condition. The only thing is that with my year model and type
of truck the installation video had a different part that he was installing. This product requires
you to cut the three pin connector from the climate control and solder to the red, black, and
purple wires on the product. Just wanted to give you guys a heads up. Thank you for the great
product at a great price. Easy as pie. Harness was exactly like the original. I just had to unplug
the defective one and plug the new one in. Couldn't have been easier and it works great! I am
very satisfied with the blower motor resistor and jumper harness everything was the same as
the factory with the exception of it being the updated resistor which worked out to be great.
Inadequate wiring instructions. I still haven't installed this part for I'm not sure what to do with
the additional wires. AC working Great! The part was perfect for the job! Great price! I would

buy it again, and will contunue to buy parts from 1A. It worked great. Easy to install and worked
perfect. Quick fix. The hardest part was to solder the three wires to the old wiring harness but
other than that, no problem. I recommend the manufacture supply a jumper to eliminate the
need to solder and wires. Blower motor module. It was easy to install. Fixed the problem. Price
was the best and fast shipping. I would buy from them again. My review. The product was priced
lower than most other online stores. The quality is very good, and is performing as it should be.
The only minor complaint I have, is no instructions were included. The online video tutorial did
not include how to connect the 3 jumper wires, but I figured it out anyway. Other than that, great
product for a great price! After checking all the fuses I determined it had to be the Blower Relay.
There were lots of choices online but I found 1A had the best price and free shipping. Their
website was very easy to use and the product arrived in just 3 days. I am very happy to have my
AC working again. Thanks 1A. The part works perfectly. The fitting was slightly off as my Chevy
Trailblazer has a different wire harness port. But once I cut off the wiring harness from the new
component from 1A and splice the wires it worked perfectly. Thank ya'll! Blower resistor.
Shopped around forever to find a new resistor for my truck. The dealership wanted twice what I
paid for on 1 A auto for the same part. The part I received from 1a was an aftermarket
production that I had to require myself, at first I went to the dealer for a 'plug and play' resistor
and found they had the exact same part for twice the price and I would have had to rewire as
well. Very please! Great Product; Wrong Installation video. I have a Chevy trailblazer EXT. I
ordered this resistor because my blower would not turn off. Research the part and watched the
install video. Video waz clear and looked easy to remove and replace. Ordered the part and it is
different from the original. Unfortunately the video does not show how to install the ordered
part. Called 1aauto support line, which instructed me to cut wires in order to install to new part.
They were very helpful but the video should be changed to reflect the part. Once installed part
works great. This was my second order. Blower motor resistor. Excellent product fixed what
was wrong in my vehicle and the video that was with the product on your site helped explained
how to install it. Everything that I have bought from A1 Auto is working fine. I will; buy all my
auto parts from this web site. Su per parts great fit and speedie mail. Will check with you first.
Blower Motor Control. The blower motor control works great. The installation videos were right
on and easy to follow. Very happy and warm. The blower module worked great. Installing it was
a easy job and the price was good. Awesome company. We are a business and have been
buying parts from A1. We have yet to th ave any kind of problem with any of the parts. They
shipped them very quickly too. I recommend to anyone. Great to work with. Quick delivery. Easy
to install. Easy to order. Quick delivery and easy to install. Satisfied with part. Came in when
was suppose to and works great will definitely be ordering parts from this site in the future and
will recommend it to my family and friends. Blower replacement. Was happen to receive blower
module replacement part was exactly what they said it would be to fix my vehicle was easy and
fixed my problem with blower for air conditioner to work properly again very happy with correct
part and fast delivery thank you. Saved a bundle on easy AC fan fix. Thank you for the
informative video and great price for the fan resistor module. I had no prior knowledge and was
able to make the repair in about an hour. Simple easy shipping and most of all best price. Easy
and no surprises. Good price, quality product, shipping and tracking good, Phone number if I
have any questions right on web pagelove it. Blower motor. It arrived in a timely manner and
installed as advertised but it does not come on right away it takes about two blocks or so before
coming on. I don't think this is the way it should work. But it does work. Exactly what I was
looking for! Installation was super fast and easy. Fast shipping to Canada as well. My Envoy,
which has automatic climate control, finally has a working blower again. IInstall took about 15
minutes thanks to the video from 1A. Parts works and fit as it should. Substantially, than the
national auto parts stores. I reviewed some instructions on 1A Auto and You Tube. The
installation was simple and as expected. The results are great! Nice to have heat up here in the
Northeast. Works perfectly! I have my heat back! Very easy to install. Great part remplacement.
This was a direct replacement part and worked perfectly in my Silverado LT. I had a problem
with my part and I left a comment online about it. Within a couple days they called me to follow
up. They offered to replace or refund me. I was impressed that they would call so promptly and
make sure I was happy. It seems that no one really takes the extra step like 1A Auto did with me.
Oem fit. Clunk fixed, direct replacement. Perfect 5 pin fit and size was perfect match. Wiring just
like part it was replacing.. Satisfied customer. Very efficient n quality of service was excellent
arrived on time very pleased with service recommend more people use your services tks. Love
this site. Not only are the YouTube videos helpful, the parts are exactly as described. Perfect fit
everyime. Good deal. Good parts good price very fast delivery what more could you ask for.
Great Service. Good as the original. Product arrived and had easy to understand instructions,
complemented by the video. But replacement part had slightly different terminals than OE.

Customer service helped by referring my case to technical support who reviewed my pictures
and sent modified instructions and even marked my pics with the correct sequence for the
terminals. Great job! The part ran as advertised and I'm back in business with the main blower
giving us air again. Upgraded blower motor module. This is the new upgraded style blower
Motor module. This is a must have to truly repair your fix. The part was the exact match to what
I wanted, what would fit with existing wiring and works beautifully! Just a plug and play connect
that made the process so easy! Fan resister. Part arrived as stated, Easy install, worked fine no
issues. Great service. This part arrived quickly and worked as described. The harness was
slightly different than my factory connector but had the additional needed leads for me to
connect. Just what I needed. After my blower was stuck on even when I left the key off, I did a
little research and 1A auto had the perfect part for a reasonable price. What do I do with the
extra wires? Factory harness has 3 wires. Rich K. I put black electrical tape over the ends. I
don't remember. I just remember that when I got it out,it was easy wire up and reinstall. James
W. Sorry, I don't remember. Richard S. Why is thereno air coming out of vents on front panel
drive and passenger side? Defrost and rear work. Sondra W. The blower modual has just gone
bad. Jeff J. This could be a blower motor module, or it could be the vent door is closed. Alex P.
Are the pictures generic?? Cause the module in the video is different than the one in the
video?? Navi N. But the one in the picture is what you get. Was an exact fit for my 04 Escalade
esv. Scott H. The part shown on the site will be the part that is received. It is possible at the time
the video was made there was another v
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endor whos part we were using. Please do not hesitate to contact us with any further
questions. Emma F. I bought this one and it looks like the picture, not the video. I think the
video is for general how to, but it might be the analog blower control. Mine works well, better
than one on Amazon that did not work. I would recommend this. Call Now Customer service.
Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced
to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations
every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library
Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search Blower Motor Resistor.

